Leather Tote Bag for Women with Zipper - Travel, Work, Over the
Shoulder Purses Review-2021

Leather
Imported
Cotton lining
Zipper closure
Our tote shoulder bag can be described as an imported zipper product with promising leather quality
and cotton lining, this is what we want to deliver to the world.
Our Artisians claim that it can resist wear and tear as it is made of superior quality leather and
gradually it's durabilty improves with age.
If you are looking for something like sleek modern asthetic, then you have come to the right place.
This handbag measures 10.5X14.5 inches and comes with high-quality fittings of a strap buckle and
YKK zippers.Oak products are designed by our own designers to meet your needs with their unique
inspiration, Working hard to ensure high-quality through multiple checking, and always offer our
sales service.Our products combine the cultural ambitions of her spiritual hometown (Kolkata, India),
with the traditional art of leather craft to create the perfect companion that suits your lifestyle. From
high-end fashionable bags and wallets to stylish and sophisticated accessories, Oak promises to
serve you with diverse high quality, and value for money products.
Whether you are on a work mission, or a summer vacation by a beach, our leather handbag is
well-equipped for every adventure.
Our leather shoulder bag for women is made from genuine leather that improves with age.The
designer shoulder bag made of soft leather with a fully lined bill compartment, a mobile holder, and 2
interior compartments to keep all your accessories in place. The tote bag has a stylish string knot,
and a high-quality zipper closure to enable proper opening and closing,making it your favorite travel
companion.The handbag measures 10.5 x 14.5 inch inches, and comes with high-quality handle
fittings and the YKK zippers for a premium experience.This vintage and lightweight shoulder bag
hold your essentials with ease. It is ideal for carrying items like billfold wallet, clips, iPad, cards, and
other accessories.
If you are looking for a medium-sized genuine leather concealed bag, we have got you covered.
Hereâ€™s how our shoulder bag strikes the perfect balance between style and quality:
Our sling bag is designed for all-day comfort. This handbag is like a mini-organizer, with a fully lined
bill compartment, a mobile holder, and 2 interior compartments to keep all your accessories in
place.This casual western handbag adds flamboyance to a girlâ€™s wardrobe, complementing all
styles of clothing, and the high-quality zipper closure keeps the contents of your bag safe.Crafted
from 100% real leather, the stitching are applied with special care, and this bag passes through
various quality checks before it is packed for sale.The shoulder bag exhibits versatility, and is the
best fit when youâ€™re going out for shopping, sports, or work.The royal fashion shoulder bag by
oak is well-suited for all occasions. It can be a perfect gift for your girl on birthdays, anniversaries or
Valentineâ€™s Day.
At Oak, superior quality is our top priority, and we always deliver more than expected.
Value for Money
All Oak products are priced at a comfortable range due to latest technology used in the
manufacturing process. While you keep up with the latest fashion trends, we make sure that you are
putting your money in the right place.
High Quality Fitting
The stitching are applied with special care and precision. All areas that are exposed to strong loads
are particularly reinforced to ensure a strong and long-lasting product. Oak products are made of
100% genuine cowhide leather and every accessory has to pass through a careful quality control
process. . The products are ever evolving with years of experience and user feedback.
Shoulder Bag Exquisite Detail
Fixed shoulder Handle strap. comfortable to put shoulder.Selected 100% genuine leather material,
soft and skin-friendly.Customized high-quality handle fittings,,ensure long-lasting using.Particular
Reinforcement in each connections.

Zip-top closure
It prevents your belongings from falling out. To improve the quality of this shoulder bag, we select
the YKK Zipper that open and close smoothly.Please pull the zipper tab carefully since it is made of
genuine leather.
Best Gift Choice to Her
Nothing practical quite like a handbag in daily.Leather handbag have always been a staple of
women style.Gift one bag to your wife , friend , mom in Mother's Day, Valentine's Day, Birthday and
other occasions.Go and see their surprised impression with gift. Review 2021, feedback 2021,
promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest,
value for money.

